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Abstract 
Given an algebra A, p.(A) denotes the number of distinct n-ary term operations t :A" ~ A of 
A which depend on all n variables. We solve some problems of Berman, Gr~itzer and Kisielewicz 
concerning the sequence (po(A),pl(A) ..... p.(A) .... ) in case [A I is finite. Our methods yield 
new results about totally symmetric functions on a finite set. 
O. Introduction 
A clone on a nonempty set A is a set of finitary operations f : A n --. A (n < 09) which 
contains all of  the projections and is closed under composition. A natural example is 
the clone CIoA of all term operations of an algebra A, and in fact every clone is 
realized in this way. 
If C is a clone on A and n>~ 1, then En(C) denotes the subset of C consisting 
of those n-ary operations which depend on all of  their variables. Eo(C) is defined 
to be the set of  all unary operations in C which are constant-valued, and (following 
[5,2]) pn(C) denotes IEn(C)[ for n~>0. The pn-sequence of C is {p~(C))n<o ~. If A 
is an algebra then we extend the above notation by letting E,(A) = E,(C loA)  and 
p.(A)  = p.(Clo A). 
A natural question to ask is which sequences /3 = (P,),<o~ of nonnegative integers 
are representable as the pn-sequence of some clone C. Some deep results characterizing 
such/3 in case P0 = 0 and Pl > 1 [7], and characterizing the zeros in/3 in case P0 = 0 
and Pl = l [10], are known. On the other hand, it is not too hard to show that any 
sequence /3 satisfying P0 > 0 and Pl > 0 is representable [6]. 
The proofs of these results typically require infinite algebras whose fundamen- 
tal operations have arbitrarily large arities. Therefore several authors have posed the 
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corresponding questions for the pn-sequences of algebras which are finite, are of finite 
type, or whose fundamental operations have bounded arity (see e.g. [3,8,2,5]). In this 
paper we prove a few results concerning the pn-sequences of finite algebras. To be 
precise, let/3 be the pn-sequence of some finite algebra and let S = {n E ~ : p~, > 0}, 
where p~, = P, if n :fi I, p~' = p~ - 1. We show that: (1) either /3 is bounded or 
pn>~n for sufficiently large n; (2) S is equal modulo a finite set to {b, ~, or the set 
of odd positive integers; (3) in the last case, /3 = ( . . . .  O,N,O,N,O,N,...) eventually. 
We also characterize those subsets S _ ~ which arise in this way, solving a problem 
of Grfitzer and Kisielewicz. We refute a conjecture of Berman concerning the eventual 
behavior of/3, and prove several results concerning totally symmetric operations on a 
finite set. 
I. Preliminaries 
We shall be concerned with functions f :  A v __. B where A, B, V are finite nonempty 
sets. We refer to elements of V as the variables of f ;  elements of A v are assignments 
to the variables, and are written as vectors d -- (ax)xEv. I f  a linear ordering of V 
is specified, say V = {xl . . . . .  x,}, then we use the usual notation f (a l  ..... an) and 
f (x~j)  . . . . .  xo~n)) to indicate values of f and functions derived from f ,  respectively. 
x E V is an essential variable of f ,  and f depends on x, if there exist ~i,/~ E A v 
such that a.v = by for all y E V \ {x} but f (d )  ¢ f(/~); otherwise x is inessential. I vI 
is the arity of f ;  the essential arity of f is the number of its essential variables. 
Suppose 0 is an equivalence relation on V, with v : V---, V/O being the natural map. 
We let f o denote the function A ~/°) ---, B given by f o(a) = f (6  o v), and say that f o 
is obtained from f by collapsin9 the variables through 0. We informally identify V/O 
with any one of its choice sets, so that the variables of fo are among the variables of 
f .  I f  x, y,z, w are distinct elements of V then fxy, fxyz, and fxy.z,v denote the functions 
fo where 0 -- 0v U {x,y} 2, Ov U {x,y,z} 2, and 0v U {x,y} 2 U {z,w) 2, respectively. A
fact we shall use repeatedly is this: if 0 C ~b and fo  depends on x, then fo depends 
on at least one variable in the ~b-class of x. 
To each function f :A  v___, B which depends on all its variables, we build an edge- 
colored graph (V,E,z) on the variable set as follows. If  x,y E V are distinct, then 
{x, y} E E iff fxy depends on all of  its variables except possibly x (= y)  and at most 
one other variable. If e = {x, y} E E, then x(e) is defined by 
D 
0 z(e) = [ ]  
© 
if fxy depends on all of 
if fxy depends on all of  
if fxy depends on all of  
if fxy depends on all of  
its variables, 
its variables except x (= y), 
its variables except z (z ~ {x, y}), 
its variables except x (= y) and z. 
We shall write x[~y (or x(~y,  etc.) to mean that e = {x,y) E E and z(e) has the 
indicated value. We also use (~) to denote 0 or (~), z E V. 
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Lemma 1.1. Suppose f : A v ~ B depends on all of its variables. 
1. I f  x 0 Y and z f[ {x,y}, then {x,z} E E. Moreover, either xE]z  or xC)z  or 
X [ ]Z .  
2. I f  x [ ]  y then {x,z} E E. Moreover, either x [] z or x C) z or x ~]  z. 
3. If xDy  and w ¢ {x,y,z}, then {z,w} E E. Moreover, either z [~w or z [~w 
or z [ ]w .  
4. There do not exist distinct x, y,z,w with x Q y and z Qw. 
5. Suppose xDy[~z[~x and w ~ {x,y,z}. Then xE3w and y [ ]w and z~w.  
Proof. Write V = {x,y,z, ul . . . . .  Um}. 
(1) By hypothesis, f (x,x,z ,  ff) : fxy(X,Z,~) = h(z, tT), where h depends on all of 
its variables. Note that fxyz(X, ff) : f (x ,x ,x ,~)  = h(x, li), so fxyz depends on all of  
its variables. Hence fxz(X,y, ff) must depend on ut .... ,Urn and either x(= z) or y (or 
both). So {x,z} E E and either xDz  or xQ)z  or x~]z .  
(2) By hypothesis, fxy(X,Z, ff) = h(x,6), where h depends on all of its variables, so 
again fxvz depends on all of its variables. The rest of the argument is the same as 
in (1). 
(3) Rewrite V : {x,y,z,w,~}. By hypothesis, f (x ,x ,z ,w,~)  = h(x,w,6), where h 
depends on all of its variables. Then f (x,x,z,z,  ff) : h(x,z,~), so fxyew depends on all 
of its variables. Hence fzw depends on z (= w), if, and either x or y (or both). 
(4) Assuming x Qy ,  we have f (x ,x,z ,w,  ~) : h(w, 6), where h depends on all of its 
variables. This time fxy,:w(X,Z, ff) = h(z,~), so fxy, zw depends on z. Hence fzw must 
also depend on z, and thus {z, w} cannot be labelled by Q.  
(5) Suppose for example we do not have z [ ]  w. Then since x [ ]  y, the previous 
item gives either z [ ]  w or z [~  w. If the former holds, then item (2) implies that 
z [ ]  x or z (~)x or z [ ]  x, all of which are false. A similar argument works in the other 
case. [] 
We end this section by proving the key result on which this paper rests. 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose f : A v ~ B where A, B, V are finite nonempty sets and f depends 
on all of its variables. Let k = IAI and n = IVI. I f  n > k then there exist distinct 
x, y E V such that f xy has at most one inessential variable. 
Proof. We may assume k ~> 2. Let r be the maximum of the essential arities of all the 
fxy, x, y E V. Assume r < n - 2. We shall find a contradiction. 
Claim i. There ex&t u, v E V such that f u,, is essentially r-ary and does not depend 
on u (=-v). 
Indeed, suppose this were not the case. Then n~>4. Choose y,z such that f~  is 
essentially r-ary and depends on y (= z). Let s = n - r  >~3, and write V -- {xl . . . . .  xn} 
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where y = xl and z -- xn and 
f ( y, x2,x3 . . . . .  Xs+ l, . . . ,Xn- l, y )  = h(xs+ l . . . . .  x , -  l, y ), 
h depending on all of  its variables. Let u --- x2 and v = x3. Then 
f (y ,  u, u . . . . .  xs+l . . . . .  Xn- 1, Y)  = h(xs+l, . . . ,  xn-  1, Y)  
so fyz, uv depends on all of  its variables, hence fur depends on x~+, . . . . .  Xn- - l ,  and either 
y or z (at least). By the maximality of  r, fur  cannot depend on any variables other 
than these, so in particular does not depend on u, which proves Claim 1. 
Now fix u,v as in Claim 1, and rewrite V = {Xl . . . . .  xn} so that u = xn-1, v =xn,  
and 
f (x l  . . . . .  xn-2, u, u) = h(xl . . . . .  x~), (1) 
h depending on all of  its variables. 
Claim 2. For all i , j  with l <~i <j<~n, i f  al . . . . .  an E A satisfy ai =aj  then 
f (a l  . . . . .  an) = h(al . . . . .  ar). (2) 
The claim will be proved by considering cases. 
Case 1: r < i, j .  The claim is given to be true if ( i , j )  = (n -  1, n). I f  ( i , j )  ~ (n -  1, n), 
then note that ai = aj = an- l  = an implies (2), so fx,  x, depends on xl . . . . .  xr at least, 
hence on no other variables (by the maximality of  r). Thus ai = aj implies 
f (a l  . . . . .  a~,a~+j . . . . .  an- l ,an)  =f(a l  . . . . .  ar, u . . . . .  u,u) 
=h(a l , . . . , a~)  by( l ) .  
Case 2: i<<.r < j .  By symmetry we may assume that i = 1 and (by case 1) j = n. 
Clearly al = an- l  = an implies (2) by case 1, so fx~x, depends on x2 . . . . .  Xr at least, 
and hence cannot depend on both of  xn-2 and xn- l .  Suppose with no loss of  generality 
that fx~x, does not depend on Xn-l. Then 
f (a l  . . . . .  ar . . . . .  a , - l ,  al ) = f (a l  . . . . .  a . . . . . .  a l ,a l )  
=h(a l  . . . . .  ar) by ease 1. 
Case 3: i, j<~r. By the symmetry due to cases 1 and 2 we may assume that ( i , j )  = 
(1,2). Assume first that, for some t > r, fxtx2 does not depend on xt. By symmetry, 
assume that t = n. Then 
f (a l ,a l ,a3  . . . . .  a . . . . . .  an- l ,an)  : f (a l ,a l ,a3  . . . . .  ar . . . . .  an - l ,a l )  
=h(a l ,a~,a3 , . . . ,a r )  by case 2. 
Next assume that fx~x2 depends on all of  Xr+l . . . . .  X,. Since f~,x2 can depend on at 
most n - 3 variables we have fx,x2 does not depend on xt for some t, 3~t~r .  Say 
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t = 3 for simplicity. Then hx~x2 also does not depend on x3, so 
f (a l ,a l ,a3,a4 . . . . .  ar . . . . .  an) = f (a l ,a l ,an,a4 . . . . .  a . . . . . .  an) 
=h(al ,al ,an,a4 . . . . .  at) (case 2) 
=h(al ,a l ,a3,aa, . . . ,ar) .  
Thus al = a2 implies (2) under either the first or the second assumption. This completes 
the proof of case 3, and of the claim. 
To finish the proof of the lemma, note that n > IAI so for every ti E A n there exists 
i < j such that ai = aj. Hence Claim 2 implies that f is essentially r-ary, which is a 
contradiction. [] 
2. Totally symmetric operations 
Throughout his section, A,B, V are finite nonempty sets, f : Av ~ B depends on 
all of its variables, and n = IV], k = ]AL. f is said to be totally symmetric if for all 
ti E A z and all permutations tr of V, f ( t io t r )= f(~i). 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose n > max(k,3) and there do not exist distinct x ,y  E V such 
that fxy depends on all o f  its variables. Then f is totally symmetric, and for  all 
distinct x, y E V, f xy depends on all of  its variables except x(= y). 
Proof. We shall use the graph (V,E, Z) defined in the previous section. The hypothesis 
asserts that there are no edges labelled by D .  
Claim 1. There is an edge labelled by @. 
For suppose this were not true. By Lemma 1.2, there exist x, y such that fxy has 
at most one inessential variable. Then it must be labelled by [ ]  for some z ~ {x, y}. 
Using Lemma 1.1(2) we see that x [~ z and y [ ]  z as well. Pick w ~ {x, y,z} (which 
can be done as n > 3). Then Lemma 1.1(5) implies x [ ]  w, a contradiction. 
Claim 2. Suppose x C) y. Then there exists z f[ {x, y} such that x 0 z or y 0 z. 
Suppose this were false. Then for each z ~ {x,y} Lemma 1.1(1) implies x [~]z and 
y [ ]z .  Write V = {xl . . . . .  xn} with x = xl and y = x2. Pick h : A n-2 --~ B so that 
f (x ,x ,  x3 . . . . .  xn) = h(x3 . . . . .  Xn). 
AS in the proof of Lemma 1.2 we shall obtain a contradiction by showing that for 
all i , j  with 1 <~i<j<<.n, if ~ E A n and ai = aj then 
f (ct) = h(a3 . . . . .  an). (3) 
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By assumption, the assertion is true when ( i , j ) : (1 ,2 ) .  Suppose i=  1 or 2 but (i , j)  ¢ 
(1,2). By symmetry we may assume ( i , j )=  (1,3). Let z = x3. Then 
f (x ,y ,x ,  ff:)= f (x ,x ,x ,~)  since x[~z  
= h(x, ¢:). 
Finally, assume that i~>3. By symmetry we can assume that ( i , j )=  (3,4). Put z = x3 
and w = x4. 
Case 1: f:w does not depend on x. Then 
f (x ,  y,z,z, ~) = f (z ,  y,z,z, ~) 
= f (z ,z ,z ,z ,~)  (since x[ ]z )  
= h(z, z, ~). 
One can argue similarly if fz~ does not depend on y. 
Case 2: fzw depends on both x and y. Note that i f z  Q)w then Lemma 1.1(1) would 
contradict x [ ]  z. Since fzw cannot depend on all of its variables (by hypothesis), there 
must exist t such that 5 ~ t ~< n and fz~ does not depend on xt. Suppose with no loss of 
generality that t = 5. Let u = xs. Then f (x ,  y,z,z, u, ~) : f (x ,  y,z,z,x, ~) -- h(z,z,x, zT), 
where the last equation follows from the truth of  (3) when (i , j )  = (1,5). A similar 
argument shows that f (x, y, z,z, u, ~) = h(z,z, y, ~). This shows that h(z,z, u, ~) does not 
depend on u, and hence 
f (x, y,z,z, u, ~) = h(z,z,x, ~) 
= h(z,z,  u, ~) 
which establishes (3) in this last case. 
Claim 3. u Q v Jbr all distinct u, v E V. 
By the previous two claims we may begin with distinct x,y,z  satisfying x Q)y  and 
x Q)z. For any w q~ {x,y,z} we can use Lemma 1.1(1) to obtain xQ) w. Now suppose 
u,v are distinct and both different from x. Pick w (~ {x,u,v} (using n/>4). On the one 
hand, we know that x (~) u, so Lemma 1.1 (1) implies that either u (~) v or u [ ]  v. On 
the other hand, we know that x Q)w, so Lemma 1.1(3) rules out the possibility that 
/A [~] V. 
Claim 4. f is totally symmetric. 
To see this, fix distinct x ,y  C V, write V = {xl , . . . ,x,} with x = xl and y = x2, 
and choose h'.A n-2 ~ B so that f (x ,x ,~)  = h(~). First we show that h is totally sym- 
metric. By symmetry of  the assumptions, it suffices to show that h(u, v, ~)  = h(v, u, frO. 
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In fact, 
h(u, v, ~)  = f (u ,  u, u, v, ~) 
=f(v,u,v,v,¢') 
=f(v ,u ,u ,u ,~)  
=f (v ,v ,v ,u ,~)  
= h(v ,u ,~) .  
Next we shall show 
then 
since xl O x3 
since x30  x4 
since x2 0 x3 
that for all i , j  with 1 ~< i < j ~< n, if ~i E A n satisfies ai = a j, 
f (~)  = h(al . . . . .  ai- 1, ai+l . . . . .  a j -  1, a/+l . . . . .  a, ). (4) 
Since (4) is already known to be true for ( i , j )  = (1,2), it will be enough to prove 
that if i < j  and i' < f  and {i, j} n { i t , f}  ¢ ~, then the truth of  (4) for ( i , j )  implies 
the truth of (4) for ( i l , f ) .  By the total symmetry of h we may reorder V so that 
i =- i ~ - 1, j = 2, and f = 3. Let u = xl, v = x2, and w = x3. By assumption, 
f (u ,  u, w,£) = h(w,£). Hence f (u ,  v, u,£) = f (v ,  v, v,Y) = h(v,£) as desired. 
Finally, suppose ti E A n and a E Sn. As n > k there exists i < j such that ai = 
aj. By the previous discussion, both f (a l  . . . . .  an) and f (a~l )  . . . . .  a~(n)) are equal 
to h evaluated at al , . . . ,a i - l ,a i+l , . . . ,a / - i ,a /+l , . . . ,an i any order. Hence they are 
equal to each other. This completes the proof of Claim 4. Claims 3 and 4 yield the 
theorem. [] 
We can sharpen this last theorem by introducing some terminology and results from 
[2]. Let Sub(A) denote the collection of  all subsets of A. Define supp : A v --~ Sub(A) 
and oddsupp : A v --~ Sub(A) as follows: 
supp (~i) = {a~: v E g}, 
oddsupp (6) ----- {a~: I{w E V: aw = a,~}lis odd}. 
We say that g : A v ~ B is determined by supp (respectively, by oddsupp) if there exists 
a function 9" : Sub(A) --* B such that g is equal to g* o supp (resp. g* o oddsupp). 
Note that if g is determined by either supp or oddsupp, then g is totally symmetric and 
hence either is constant or depends on all of its variables. The next lemma is implicit 
in [2] (in the proofs of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7). 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose 9 : A V ---' B is essentially n-ary and totally symmetric, where 
. = I v l and  k = IA[. 
1. I f  n > 2 and for  some (hence any) distinct x, y E V, 9xy is essentially (n -  1 )-ary 
and totally symmetric, then 9 is determined by supp. 
2. Conversely, suppose 9 is determined by supp. Then .qxy is likewise determined 
by supp for any distinct x, y E V. I f  n > k, then 9~, is nonconstant. 
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3. I f  n > 3 and for some (hence any) distinct x, y E V, Oxy has an inessential 
variable, then 9 is determined by oddsupp. 
4. Conversely, suppose 9 is determined by oddsupp. Then for any distinct x, y E V 
the restriction of 9xy to V \ {x, y} is likewise determined by oddsupp. I f  n > k, then 
(this restriction o f )  9xy is nonconstant. 
Thus, recalling the assumptions made at the beginning of this section, we have 
Corollary 2.3. Suppose n > max(k,3). I f  no collapse of f is essentially (n -  1)-ary, 
then f is determined by oddsupp. 
Next we turn to a generalization of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose n >1 max(k, 3) + 2. I f  f has an essentially (n - 1 )-ary collapse, 
then f has an essentially (n -  2)-arT collapse. 
Proof. Assume instead that f has an essentially (n - 1 )-ary collapse but no essentially 
(n -2 ) -a ry  collapse. It follows that if f l  is an essentially (n -1 ) -a ry  collapse of f then 
no 2-variable collapse of  f '  depends on all of  its variables; hence, f '  is determined 
by oddsupp by Corollary 2.3. 
Claim 1. I f  x, y,z,w are distinct and x [ ]y ,  then (i) either x[--]z or x Qz ,  and 
(ii) either zQw or zQw.  
To prove this claim, write V = {x,y,z,w, ff} so that f(x,x,z,w, ff) = h(x,z,w, ff), 
where h depends on all of  its variables, hence is determined by oddsupp by hypothesis. 
Then f(x,x,x,w, ff) = h(x,x,w,K), which depends on w and ~ by Lemma 2.2(4). So 
fxz(X, y,w, if) depends on w and ff at least. But fxz cannot depend on exactly n -  2 
variables, so it depends either on both x and y (in which case x [ ]  z) or on neither x 
nor y (in which case x Q z). 
Next look at f(x,x,z,z, ff) = h(x,z,z,K), which depends on x and ~7. So f~w(X,y,z,~) 
depends on ff and either x or y at least. I f  fzw depends on x but not y, then since f~w 
cannot be essentially (n -  2)-arT it must not depend on z, and hence z G w. Similarly, 
if fzw depends on y but not x then z Q w. Finally, suppose fzw depends on both x 
and y. Then it must depend on z as well, and so f (x,y,z,z ,  ff) = h'(x,y,z, ff), where 
h' is determined by oddsupp and is essentially (n - 1 )-arT. Since n - 1 > k it follows 
from Lemma 2.2(4) that h'xy depends on z. But 
h'(x,x,z, if) = f(x,x,z, z, if) 
=h(x,z,z,~) 
and h(x,z,z, ff) does not depend on z (since h is determined by oddsupp). So this last 
ease is impossible. 
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Claim 2. There do not exist distinct x,y,z such that x [] y and x [-]z. 
Suppose otherwise. For any w f[ {x,y,z} we can use the previous claim to obtain 
x [ ]  w. Now suppose u, v are distinct elements of V \ {x}. Since n ~>5 we can choose 
distict u ~, v ~ E V \ {x, u, v}. As x [ ]  u it follows from the previous claim that u [ ]  v or 
u @ v. Suppose u [ ]  v. Again by the previous claim, x [ ]  u I implies u ~ [ ]  v ~ or u t (~) v' 
on the one hand, while u [ ]  v implies u' @ v' or u' @ v' on the other. This contradiction 
proves u @ v for all distinct u, v different from x. Since n - 1 > k it follows that f 
does not depend on x, a contradiction. 
Now we complete the proof of the lemma. By hypothesis there exist distinct x, y 
such that x [ ]  y. By Claims 1 and 2 we must have x (~) u and y @u for all u q[ {x,y}. 
Using n>~4 choose distinct u,v E V \ {x,y}. Then we have x@u and y Qv ,  which 
contradicts Lemma 1.1(4). [] 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose n > m>~ max(k,3) and no collapse of f is essentially m-ary. 
Then f is determined by oddsupp (and hence n and m have opposite parity). 
Proof. We argue by induction on n - m. If n = m + 1 then this is just Corollary 2.3. 
If n > m + 1 but f is not determined by oddsupp, then by Corollary 2.3 there must 
exist distinct x, y such that fxy is essentially (n -  l)-ary. By the previous iemma, 
f must also have an essentially (n -  2)-ary collapse f ' .  Thus n -  2 -¢ m and so 
n - 2 > m. Therefore the inductive hypothesis may be applied to both fxy and f t ,  
yielding parity(n - 1 ) ~ parity(m) ~ parity(n - 2), a contradiction. [] 
Here is a result which is similar in spirit to Corollary 2.3. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose n>~ max(k ,3 )+ 2. I f  every essentially (n -  1)-ary collapse of 
f is totally symmetric, then f is determined by either supp or oddsupp. 
Proof. Assume that f is not determined by oddsupp. By Corollary 2.3, some two- 
variable collapse of f is essentially (n -  1)-ary and thus is totally symmetric. By 
Lemma 2.2(1 ) we only need to prove that f is totally symmetric. 
For distinct x, y E V write x [ ]  y to mean fxy is essentially (n - 1)-ary and is 
determined by oddsupp. 
Claim 1. I f  x [] y and z f[ {x, y}, then either x [] z or x @z. 
To see this, write V = {x,y,z, ff} and f(x,x,z, ft) = h(x,z,~) with h depending on 
all of its variables and determined by oddsupp. Then f(x,x,x,~) = h(x,x,~), which 
depends on t7 but not x by Lemma 2.2(4) (as n -  l>k) .  So fx~(x,y,(O depends on ti 
at least. I f  y is inessential in fxz then f (x,y,x,~) = f(x,x,x,~) = h(x,x,K) and hence 
x @ z as h is determined by oddsupp. A similar argument works if fxz does not 
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depend on x (= z). Finally, if fx~ depends on all of its variables, then f (x ,y,x,  ff)= 
g(x, y, ti), where g is essentially (n -  I )-ary and therefore totally symmetric. Further- 
more, g(x,x, ~) = f(x,x,x, if) = h(x,x, if) so 9xy does not depend on x (= y). Thus by 
Lemma 2.2(3), g is determined by oddsupp and so x [ ]  z, proving the claim. 
Claim 2. There do not ex&t x, y such that x []  y. 
For suppose x [ ]  y. If there does not exist z ~ {x, y} such that x [ ]  z or y [ ]  z, then 
by the previous claim, x @z@y for all z ~ {x, y}. Then choosing distinct z, w ~ {x, y} 
we get x Qz  and y @w, which contradicts Lemma 1.1(4). 
So with no loss of generality choose z g {x, y} such that x [ ]  z. The previous claim 
yields x [ ]  u for all u ~ {x, y}, and either u [ ]  v or u @ v for distinct u, v ~ x. Hence 
for all distinct u,v E V, either fu~ is essentially (n -  3)-ary or fur is essentially 
(n -  1)-ary and is determined by oddsupp. It follows that f has no essentially (n -  2)- 
ary collapse. As n -  2~> max(k,3), Theorem 2.5 implies that f depends on oddsupp, 
contrary to our assumptions. 
Claim 3. I f  x, y are distinct and f xy is essentially (n -  1 )-ary, then every two-variable 
collapse of fxy is essentially (n - 2)-ary. 
For suppose this were not the case. Pick x, y such that fxy is essentially (n - 1 )-ary 
and for which some two-variable collapse has an inessential variable, fxy is totally 
symmetric by the hypotheses of the theorem, and hence is determined by oddsupp by 
Lemma 2.2(3). This contradicts the previous claim. 
Claim 4. I f  x, y,z,w are distinct and xE] y, then (i) x[ ]z  or xO z or x [~z ,  and 
(ii) z[-]w or zU-Z]w or zE]w.  
Indeed, assume x [ ]  y. Then fxy~ and fxy, zw depend on all of their variables by 
Claim 3. One now argues as in the proof of Lemma 1.1(2,3). 
In the next two claims we shall use x 0 y to mean x [ ]  y or x O Y. 
Claim 5. I f  there exist distinct x, y,z such that x <7 y and x <7 z, then u 0 v for all 
U~V.  
Assume x O y and x <) z. Using Claim 4 and Lemma 1.1(1) we find that x 0 u 
for all u ~: x, and either u <5 v or u [ ]  v for all distinct u, v :~ x. Suppose that the 
present claim is false. Then there exist distinct u, v ~ x such that u [ ]  v. Observe that 
if u, v, w are distinct and different from x, then we cannot have u [ ]  v while v O w (by 
Claim 4 and Lemma 1.1(1 )). Hence u [ ]  v for all distinct u, v ¢ x. Since n -  1 > k it 
follows that f does not depend on x, which is a contradiction. 
Claim 6. x [] y for all x ¢ y. 
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By the hypothesis of the theorem, there exist x ¢ y such that x [ ]  y. If there does 
not exist z ¢ {x,y} such that x 0 z or y O z, then by Claim 4, x[ ]z [ ]y  for all 
z ~ {x, y}. Choose distinct z, w ¢ {x, y}. x [ ]  y implies z [ ]  w or z [ ]  w or z [~] w 
by Claim 4. But z [ ]  w is inconsistent with x [ ]  z by Claim 4, z [ ]  w is inconsistent 
with x [~] z by Lemma 1.1(2), and likewise z [ ]  w is inconsistent with y [ ]  w. 
Hence with no loss of generality we can choose z ¢ {x, y} such that x 0 z. Then 
u © v for all u ¢ v, by Claim 5. Since at least one edge is labelled by [ ]  , since 
there cannot exist distinct z, w, u, v with z [ ]  w and u O v by Claim 4, and since n/> 5, 
it follows that all edges are labelled by [~]. 
Claim 7. For all x ¢ y, fxy is determined by supp. 
To see this, note that n~>5 and write V -- {x,y ,u ,v ,z ,~}.  Put f (x ,x ,u ,v ,z ,~)  = 
h(x,u,v ,z ,~)  and f (x ,y ,u ,u ,z ,~)  = g(x ,y ,u ,z ,~)  where by Claim 6 h and g depend 
on all of their variables and therefore are totally symmetric. Then 
h(x,u,u,z, ~)  = g(x,x,u,z, ~ ) 
=g(x,x,z,u,v~) as g is totally symmetric 
= h(x,z,z ,u,~).  
Since h is totally symmetric, it follows that h is determined by supp. 
Now we can prove the theorem. It must be shown that f is totally symmetric. Fix 
x ¢ y and write V -- {x,y, f} .  It is enough to show that for all a,b ~ A and ? E A n-z, 
f (a ,  b, 6) = f (b ,  a, ?). This is certainly true if either a = b or ci = c) for some i • j 
(using the fact that fz,zj is totally symmetric in the latter case). If neither holds, then 
n -- k + 2 and there exist i :~ j such that a = ci and b = cj. By symmetry we 
may assume that i = 1 and j = 2. Let Y = (c3 . . . . .  Cn-2). Let z = Zl, w = z2, and 
write f (x ,  y, x, w, ~) = h(x, y, w, if) and f (x ,  y, y, w, ~) = g(x, y, w, ~), where h and g are 
determined by supp by Claim 7. Then 
f (a ,b ,? )= f (a ,b ,a ,b ,Y)  
=h(a,b,b,Y)  
= h(a,a,b,~) since h is determined by supp 
= f (a ,b ,a ,a ,Y )  
= f (b ,a ,a ,a ,Y )  since fzw is totally symmetric 
=g(b,a,a ,Y)  
= g(b, a, b, ~) since g is determined by supp 
= f (b ,a ,a ,b ,Y )  
= f (b ,  a, ~) 
as desired. [] 
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Corollary 2.7. Under the assumptions stated at the beginning of this section." 
1. I f  n >! max(k, 3) + 2 and f is not totally symmetric, then there exist distinct x, y 
such that fxy depends on all of its variables and is not totally symmetric. 
2. I f  every essentially m-ary collapse of f is totally symmetric for all 
m < max(k, 3) + 2, then f is totally symmetric. 
Corollary 2.7(2) is a slight improvement of Theorem 2.12 in [2]. The bound 
max(k,3) + 2 in Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7 is tight, as witnessed by the 4-ary 
operation Ix A (y V z V w)] V [y A z A w] in the two-element lattice, and the following 
family of examples. 
Example. Let A be a k-element set, k~>2, and define f :A k+l --* {0, 1} by 
! if xj . . . . .  xk are distinct and x0 ~ Xl, 
f(xo . . . . .  xk) = 0 otherwise. 
f is not totally symmetric, but every two-variable collapse of f is determined by supp. 
3. Characterizing S(A) 
In this and the next section, Odd denotes the set of all odd positive integers. 
Let A be a finite algebra. Following [10,5] we let 
S(,4) -- {n E ~:  n 5~ 1 and pn(A) > 0, or n -- 1 and pl(A) > 1}. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a k-element algebra and S = S(A). Suppose n > max(k,3) is 
such that n E S while n - 1 (_ S. Then." 
1. 0•S .  
2. [n - 1, oc) ~ S _C Odd. (In particular, n is odd. ) 
3. Odd N [3, n] C S. 
We shall see in the next section that the last item can be strengthened to 
Odd \ {1} __C_ S. 
As an immediate consequence of the above lemma we have 
Corollary 3.2. Let .4 be a finite algebra. Then S (.4) is equal modulo a finite set to 
one of ~, ~, or Odd. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The verification of the following claim is left to the reader. 
Claim. Suppose m > k and g : Am ~ A is determined by oddsupp. Then for any c E A 
the operation h : A '~-l --~ A defined by h(Xl . . . . .  Xm-l) = g(xl .... Xm--l,C) is totally 
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symmetric and has the same ranoe as 9. Hence h depends on all of its variables if 9 
is nonconstant. 
To prove item 1, suppose instead that 0 E S. Choose f (x )  E CIoA such that f (x )  
is constant, say f (x )  = c. As n E S we can pick 9 E En(A). By Corollary 2.3, 9 is 
determined by oddsupp. Let 
h(xl . . . . .  xn-I ) = 9(xl . . . . .  xn-l, f (xl  )) 
= g(X l , . . .  ,Xn--l,C). 
Then h E CIo A and h depends on all of its variables by the claim, which contradicts 
the fact that n -  1 ~ S. 
Next suppose that m E [n -  1,oc)f)S.  Thus m>_.n. Pick f E E,,(A). No collapse 
of f is essentially (n - 1)-ary, so f is determined by oddsupp and m = n (mod2) 
by Theorem 2.5. Furthermore, no collapse of f is constant (as 0 ~ S) so repeated 
applications of Lemma 2.2(4) show that f has an essentially r-ary collapse for all 
r < m such that r - m (mod 2). Applying these observations to some f E En(A) 
(which must exist as n E S), and observing that f has no essentially 0-ary collapse, 
we find that n is odd. These remarks establish items 2 and 3. [] 
Urbanik [10] characterized those subsets S C_N satisyfing S fq {0,1} = 0 (the 
'idempotent case') which are equal to S(A) for some finite algebra A, and showed 
moreover that each such S occurs as S(A) for some finite algebra A of finite type. 
We now do the same thing for the nonidempotent case. (This solves the first part of 
Problem 3 in [5].) 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose A is a finite algebra, S = S(A), and S N {0, 1 } ¢ 0. Then one 
of the followin9 conditions holds: 
1. S is finite (and S M {0, 1} -¢ 0); 
2. S = Odd U X where X is finite and 0 q[ X. 
3. S = N \ X where X is finite (and {0,1} ~X).  
Moreover, each set in the list occurs as S(A) for some finite algebra A of finite 
type. 
Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows from Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.1(1,3). 
An outline of the proof of sufficiency follows. 
Claim 1. Suppose A is a finite algebra of finite type. Then for every finite 
set X C N \ {0} there exists a finite algebra B of finite type satisfying S(B) = 
S(A)UXU {1}. 
To prove this, let N = max(X), let C be an N-element set disjoint from A, and let 
B = A U C U {oc} where we assume oc ( A U C. Let &a be a language indexing the 
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fundamental operations of A. Fix a0 E A and define e : B ---, A by e(x) = x if x E A, 
e(x) = ao otherwise. For each f E 50 of arity m define 
fn(xl  . . . . .  Xm) = fA (e(xl) . . . . .  e(xm )). 
For each r E X define 
oo if Xl . . . . .  xr are distinct elements of C 
gr(Xl . . . . .  Xr ) = e(xl ) otherwise. 
Let B = (B; f s ( f  E 50), 9~(r E X),  e/. Note that if t is any term in the language 
of B, g~(tl . . . . .  tr) is a proper subterm of t, and t ~ is obtained from t by replacing 
one occurrence of 9~(tl . . . . .  t~) by tl, then t and t ~ define the same operation in B. 
Similarly, if t - -g r ( t l  . . . . .  tr) and some ti is not a variable, then t and e( t l )  define the 
same operation in B. Thus every term operation of B has one of the following forms: 
(1) f (e(xl )  . . . . .  e(Xm)) for some f E CloA; (2) g~(xi~ .. . . .  xir). The rest of the proof 
that S(B) = S(A) UX U {1} is left to the reader. 
Claim 2. Suppose A is a finite algebra of finite type with no O-ary fundamental 
operations and having an element 0 E A such that (i) {0} is the range of some term 
operation; (ii) 0 is an absorbing element for A, i.e., if f is an m-ary fundamental 
operation of A and d E A m, then 0 E {al . . . .  ,am} implies f (d )  = O; and (iii) if t(x) 
is a unary term other than a variable, then tA(x) is constant. 
Then for every finite subset X C ~ there exists a finite algebra B of finite type 
such that S(B) = S(A) U X. 
To prove this, first observe that the hypotheses imply 0 E S(A), so we can assume 
that 0 ~ X. Also, every constant erm operation of A has range {0}, and if t is any 
term such that t A is nonconstant, hen t A depends on all of the variables which occur 
in t. 
Let N, C, ~ and B be as in the proof of Claim 1. Let 50 be the language of A. 
For each f E 5 ° of arity m define 
fS(x~ .. . . .  Xm) = { fA(xl . . . . .  0 Xm) otherwise.if xl . . . . .  Xm E A 
For each r E X define 
{~ if xl . . . . .  xr are distinct elements of C 
gr (XI . . . . .  Xr) = 0 otherwise. 
Let B = (B; fB ( f  E 50), gr (r E X)). 
The hypotheses and remarks at the beginning of the proof of this claim imply that, for 
any Ae-term t: (1) t A and t B have the same essential arity; (2) t n is not essentially 
unary unless t is a variable. Further analysis of the terms reveals that every term 
operation of B has the form t s for some 50-term t, or gr(xi, . . . . .  xi, ). The rest of the 
proof that S(B) = S(A) UX is left to the reader. 
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We now prove that each set S of types 1-3 in the statement of the theorem is 
representable as S(A) for some finite algebra of finite type. For sets of types 1 and 
2 it suffices, by Claims 1 and 2, to observe that (a) ~ and Odd are representable by 
finite algebras of finite type (for Odd see Lemma 4.3), and (b) {0} is representable 
by an algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Claim 2. For sets of type 3, the following 
two claims will suffice. 
Claim 3. For each m >~2 there ex&ts a finite alyebra A of finite type such that 
S(A) -- [m, cx~). 
Claim 4. For each m~ 2 there exists a finite alyebra A of finite type satisfyin9 the 
hypotheses of Claim 2 and such that S (A)= {0} U [m, cxD). 
To prove Claim 3, let A = (A;f)  where A is a set of cardinality m + 1 and 
y if {xl . . . .  ,X,n,y} ----- A, 
f(Xl . . . . .  Xm) = Xl i f  x 1 . . . . .  Xm are not pairwise distinct. 
It is easy to check that S(A) C_ [m, ~) .  For the opposite inclusion let yi . . . . .  Ym-2,Xo,Xl, 
X2 . . . . .  be distinct variables and consider the term operations 
f ( f ( f ( " "  f ( f (xo,x l ,  y),x2, y ) ' " ) ,x r -1 ,  ~),Xr, ~). 
The proof of Claim 4 is identical to the proof of Claim 3 except that an element 
0 E A is chosen and the operation f is defined so that f (x l  . . . . .  Xm) = 0 if Xl .. . . .  Xm 
are not pairwise distinct. The details are left to the reader. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. [] 
4. The eventual behavior of pn(A) 
Recall that if f : A n ---, A and a E Sn, then f °  : A n --~ A is defined by f " (£)  = 
f (x~l)  . . . . .  x~(m ). Let G(f )  = {a E S,: f °  = f} ,  a subgroup of Sn. Thus f is totally 
symmetric if and only if G(f )  = Sn. Interestingly, if [A[ is fixed and n is large then 
not every subgroup of Sn arises in this way. 
Lemma 4.1 (Kisielewicz). Suppose f is an n-arT operation on a k-element set, with 
n > k. Then G( f )  ~ An. 
Proof. Say . f :C"  ~ C, where ]C[ = k. Suppose A, C_ G(f) .  We shall prove that 
the transposition (1 2) is in G(f) .  Let (ct . . . . .  cn) E C n be given. We wish to prove 
that f ( l  2)(?) = f (? ) .  If cl = cz then this is obviously true. Suppose there exist i, j 
with 3~<i <j<.n such that ci -- cj. Then f¢12)(?) = f(12)tij)(?) = f (? ) ,  the last 
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equation holding since (1 2)(i j )  E An C_ G(f) .  Finally, suppose cl # c2 and C i # Cj 
whenever 3<<,i<j<,n. As n >k  we have {cl,c2} M {c3 . . . . .  cn} # 0. By symmetry we 
may assume that cl = c3. Then fO 2)(?) = f(~ 2 3~(?) = f ( ? )  as (1 2 3) E An. Thus 
fO 2) = f ,  so (1 2) E G(f )  and hence G(f )  = Sn. [] 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose C is a clone on a k-element set. Then either the sequence 
(pn(C)),r. ~ is bounded or pn(C)>~n for all n > max(k,4). 
Remark. There exist finite semigroups S with pn(S) = n for all n~>0 (see [9], 
Lemma 2). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First observe that if f E En(C) and [Sn: G(f ) ]  = i then the 
orbit of f under the action of Sn on En(C) has i distinct elements, so pn(C)>>,i. Now 
we consider cases. 
Case 1: For arbitrarily large n there exists fn E En(C) where fn is not totally 
symmetric. 
Then by Corollary 2.7(1) there exists such fn E En(C) for each n satisfying 
n > max(k,3). G(fn) ~ Sn as fn is not totally symmetric, and G(fn) ~ An by 
Lemma 4.1. If n ~ 4 this implies [Sn : G(fn)]~n. Hence pn(C)~n for all 
n > max(k, 4). 
Case 2: There exists N such that for all n>>.N, if f E En(C) then f is totally 
symmetric. 
We may assume that N >max(k,3). By Theorem 2.6, if n >N then each f E En(C) 
is determined by either supp or oddsupp. Thus by the proof of Lemma 2.5 in [2], 
pn(C)<~k 2kfor all n>N. [] 
Next we refute the following conjecture of Berman [1], which also appears as 
Problem 5 in [5] 
Conjecture. If A is a finite algebra of finite type, then the pn-sequence of A is either 
eventually strictly increasing or bounded above by a constant. 
Recall that a Boolean group is an abelian group satisfying x + x = 0, and that for 
every d >/0 there exists a Boolean group of cardinality 2 d. Suppose (B; +, 0) is a 
Boolean group having more than one element; define d(x,y,z) = x + y +z  and for 
each a E B define fa(x) = x + a. Let A = (B;d, fa (a E B)). Then p2n(A) = 0 and 
p2n+~(A)--IBI for all n/> 0. This explains the following (well-known) fact. 
Lemma 4.3. For arbitrarily large N there exists a finite aloebra of finite type whose 
pn-sequence is (O,N,O,N,O,N,...). 
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Next we show 
Lemma 4.4. Let A be a finite algebra. There exists an algebra B with [BI = 2. IAI, 
such that p , (B)  = p , (A)  + n for all n < ~o. Moreover, B can be chosen to be o f  
finite type if  it is o f  finite type. 
ProoL With no loss of generality we may assume that A has no 0-ary fundamental 
operations, and has a unary fundamental operation p satisfying p(x) = x. Let 5 ° 
be a language indexing the fundamental operations of A, let m be a new binary 
operation symbol, and let LP' = L~ U {m}. Expand A to an 5°~-algebra A' by defining 
mn'(x ,y)  = x for all x ,y  E A. Let S = ({0, 1};m s) be the two-element meet semilat- 
rice, and expand S to an L~/-algebra S I by defining fS ' (x l  . . . . .  x,) = 0 for each n-ary 
operation symbol f E ~.  Now let B = A ~ x S ~. 
If t is any L,e~-term entioning precisely the variables xi . . . . .  xn, then t c = (t A', t s' ) 
has the form (sA,0) or (xi,xi A. . .  Ax,)  where s ranges over 5~e-terms and 1 <~i<~n. 
Moreover, the reader can check that each possible pair of terms of the above form 
arises from some 5q~-term t. Thus p~(B) = p~(A)+n for all n~>0. [] 
Now to refute Berman's conjecture, let A be a finite algebra of finite type whose p,-  
sequence is (O,N,O,N,...). Let B be the algebra (also finite and of finite type) obtained 
from A by the previous lemma. The pn-sequence of B is (0, N + 1,2, N + 3, 4, N + 5 .... ), 
which is neither bounded nor eventually strictly increasing. 
We remark that this counterexample has the property that p, (B) -  p ,+l(B)  is 
bounded above. 
Problem. Does there exist a finite algebra A (of finite type) such that (pn(A) - 
p,+l(A)),~,~ is not bounded above? 
The final topic of this paper is the eventual behavior of the pn-sequences of algebras 
which satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. 
Let A be a finite set with [A I > 1. Suppose we are given the following data: (1) a 
nonempty collection 27 of nonconstant maps f : A ~ A satisfying f o f = f and 
ker( f )  = ker( f ' )  for all f , f '  E 27; (2) a designated member e E S, with image 
U := e(A); (3) a binary operation + on U and element 0 E U making (U; +, 0) a 
Boolean group; and (4) a subgroup H of (U,+). For n E Odd, f E S and a E H 
define F f .n.a : A n --~ A by 
Ff, n,a(xl . . . . .  x , )  = f (e (x l )  + ' . "  + e(xn) + a). 
Also let d(x, y ,z )  = Fe,3,o(x, y ,z)  = e(x) + e(y)  + e(z). Finally, let 
C(2;, U ,+,H)  = {Ff, n,a : f E S,n E Odd, a E H} U {idA} 
C--- (A; d, f ( f  E S), e(x) + a (a E H)).  
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Observe that e(u) = u for all u E U, and that fo f '  = f for all f , f '  E 2:. The reader 
can check that: 
• C(Z ,U ,+,H)  = Um>~0E,,(C). 
• The pn-sequence of C is (O,x,O,N,O,N, . . . .  0,N, . . . ) ,  where N = 12:1. [HI and 
x - -N  i fU=A,x - -N+l  otherwise. 
The following theorem improves Lemma 3.1. 
Theorem 4.5. Let A be a finite algebra and k = [A 1. Suppose n > max(k, 3) is such 
that n E S(.4) while n - 1 ~ S(A). Then there exist S, U, +, H as above such that 
1. C(S ,U ,+,H)C_C loA.  
2. For all m>~n, E, ,(A)C_C(Y.,U,+,H).  Hence jor  rn~n we have 
= ~N ~'mEOdd,  
p,,( A ) 
I 0 otherwise 
and p,,(A)>~N jbr  all odd m < n, where N = IS[ . IH[. 
Proof. Observe first that if m>~n and 9 E Em(A), then m is odd, g is determined by 
oddsupp, and every collapse of  g is nonconstant (by Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 ). 
Define F to be the set of  all f E E~(A), r E Odd, such that for some m = r + 2t/> n 
(t~>0) and some F E Em(A), f (£ )  = F(£,u,u . . . . .  u,u). Note that every member of F 
is determined by oddsupp. 
Claim 1. Suppose f (x l  . . . . .  xr) E F and g(xz . . . . .  xs) E CIoA where g is totally sym- 
metric. Then the operation f (g(x l  . . . . .  xs),x.~+l . . . . .  Xs+r-1 ) is also in F. 
To see this, choose F(xl . . . . .  xr, ul . . . . .  U2t) E Era(A) where m = r + 2t>>.n and 
f (£ )  = F(Y,u . . . . .  u). Note that m is odd. Let 
t(yl . . . . .  ys,x2 . . . . .  Xr) = f (y (y ) ,x )  
and 
T(yl . . . . .  Ys, X2 . . . . .  Xr, Ul , . . . ,  U2t ) ---~ F(g(~) ,Y ,  if). 
Pick any c E range(g). By the claim in the proof of  Lemma 3.1, F(c,£,~) depends on 
all of its variables. Hence TO3,Y, ff) depends on ~ and ff at least. Suppose T does not 
depend on any yi. Then the essential arity of  T is r -  1 +2t  = m-  1. Obviously, m # n 
as pn- l (A )  = 0, so m - 1 ~>n and pm- l (A)  > 0. But m - I is even, which contradicts 
the observation at the beginning of the proof of  the theorem. Therefore, T depends on 
at least one yi, and therefore depends on all of its variables as g is totally symmetric. 
Hence T E Eq(A), where q = s + r - 1 + 2t>~n. As t(fi,£) = T(~,£,u,u . . . . .  u,u) it 
follows that t E F as required. 
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Claim 2. Suppose f (x l  . . . . .  xr) E F. Let ~(x) = f (x ,x  . . . . .  x). Then (i) f commutes 
with itself, and (ii) f(c((xt ) . . . . .  ~(xr)) : ~t(f(xl . . . . .  xr)). 
Indeed, repeated applications of Claim 1 show that 
f ( f (x l , . "  1 ~ r • ,Xr )  . . . . .  f (x! . . . . .  x~)) 
is in F, hence is totally symmetric. This proves (i); (ii) follows from (i) easily. 
Claim 3. There exists e : A ~ A satisfying e 2 = e, and there exists a b&ary operation 
+ on U := e(A) making (U; +) a Boolean group, such that both e(x) and d(x, y ,z)  := 
e(x) + e(y)  + e(z) are in F. 
To prove this, start with any g E E,(A).  Recall that n is odd and n > 3. Define 
f (x ,y , z )  = g(x, y,z,u,u . . . . .  u,u) E F and ~(x) -- f (x ,x ,x ) .  By the finiteness of IAI 
there exists k > 0 such that ~2k+1 = ~k. Define e = ~k+l and d(x,y ,z)  = otk(f(x,y,z)).  
Then by construction we have e 2 = e, d(x,x,x) -- e(x), and ed(x,y,z)  = d(x,y,z) .  
Repeated applications of  Claim 1 also show that d, e E F. Let U = e(A). Pick any 
element 0 E U and for x ,y  E U define x + y = d(x ,O,y )E  U. 
Let d be the restriction of d to U. Note that d(x ,y ,y )  = d(y ,y ,x )= d(y ,x ,y )  = 
d(x,x,x) -~ e(x) -~ x for all x ,y  E U. This proves that d is a Mal'cev operation on U, 
and also that x+x -- 0 for all x E U. Moreover, d commutes with itself by Claim 2(i). 
By Lemma 5.6 of [4] it follows that (U; +) is a Boolean group and cl(x,y,z) =- x+y+z 
for all x,y ,z  E U. Then combining Claim 2(ii) with an observation above we have 
that d(x, y ,z)  = ed(x, y,z)  = d(e(x) ,e(y) ,e(z) )  = e(x) + e(y) + e(z) for all x, y,z E A, 
as required. 
Now fix some choice of  e, U, + and d witnessing Claim 3, and define 
S : { f  E E l (A) :  f2  = f and ker( f )  -- ker(e)}, 
H = {a E U: e (x )+a is a term operation of A}. 
Clearly C(2~, U,+,H)C_CloA,  which proves the first item in the statement of the 
theorem. To prove the second item, several more claims are needed. 
Claim 4. Suppose f (x l  . . . . .  Xr) E F, r>~l. Then f (d )  = f (e(a l ) ,a2 . . . . .  at) for 
all 6. 
This can be seen as follows. Choose F E E,,(A) such that m>~n and f (£ )  = 
F(£, u . . . . .  u). It suffices to prove the claim with F and m in place of  f and r. Let 
F*(xl . . . . .  Xm) = F(e(xl ),x2 . . . . .  Xm). Then F* E F by Claim 1, hence F*(y, y, x3 . . . . .  Xm) 
as well as F(y ,y ,  x3 . . . . .  x,,) do not depend on y. Now let 6 E A m be given. It must 
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be shown that F(~I) = F*(ci). As m > k there exist i < j  such that ai = aj. By the total 
symmetry of F and F* we may assume that (i , j)  -- (1,2). Then 
F*(al,al,a3 . . . . .  am) = F*(0, 0,a3 . . . . .  am) 
= F(e(O), O, a3 . . . . .  am) 
=F(0 ,0 ,a3  . . . . .  am) as e(0) = 0 
=F(a l ,a l ,a3 . . . . .  am). 
Claim 5. Suppose f (x l  . . . . .  Xr) E F. Let co(x) = f (x  . . . . .  x). Then f (E )  = e(e(xl)  + 
. . .  + e(x~ ) ) for  all xi E A. 
To prove this, note that ~(x) = f (x ,x  . . . . .  x) = f (x ,0  . . . . .  0) (since f is determined 
by oddsupp) and let 
T(x, Y2 . . . . .  yr,z2 . . . . .  zr ) = f ( e(x ) + e(y2) +. . -  + e(yr ),z2 . . . . .  z, ). 
By Claim 1, T is totally symmetric. Hence 
~(e(x) + e(y2) +. . .  + e(y~)) = f (e (x )  + e(y2) +. . .  + e(yr),O . . . . .  O) 
= T(x, y2 . . . . .  yr, O . . . . .  O) 
= T(x,O . . . . .  O, y2 . . . . .  y~) 
= f (e (x )  + 0 +. . .  + O, Y2 . . . . .  Y~) 
= f (x ,  y2 . . . . .  y~), 
where the last line is true by Claim 4. 
Claim 6. For each unary term operation ~(x) o f  A there exists a E H such that 
ecc(x) = e(x) + a for  all x E A. 
To prove this, let p(x ,y ,z )  = d(~(x) ,y ,z)  = e~(x)+e(y)+e(z ) ,  p E F by Claim 1, 
so p(x,x,z)  does not depend on x, i.e., e~(x)+e(x)  is constant. Thus e~(x) = e (x )+a 
for some a E U. eT(x) is a term operation of A, so a E H. 
Claim 7. I f  co(x) E F and a E H satisfy e~(x) = e(x) + a, then ~2 E Y, and 
~(x) = ~Z(e(x) + a) for  all x E A. 
Indeed, we have e~ 2 -- e by assumption and ~e = c~ by Claim 4. These imply 
ker(c~) = ker(e) = ker(~ 2) and ~ = ~3 = ~2e~" Thus ~2 E v and a(x) = ot2(eot(x)) =
~2(e(x) + a) by Claim 6, as desired. 
Now we can finish the proof of  the theorem. Suppose m>>.n and f E Era(A). Let 
~(x) = f (x , . . .  ,x) and choose a E H witnessing Claim 6. Let ~ = ~2 E Z'. Then f = 
F~ .... E C(2S, U ,+,H)  by Claims 5 and 7 and the fact that e(e(xl) + . . .  + e(x,,)) = 
e(xl) + . . .  +e(Xm). [] 
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The same methods show 
Corollary 4.6. Let A ,Z,e ,U,+,H be as in the statement of Theorem 4.5. Let 
0 = ker(e). Then." 1. 0 E Con A 
2. For each f(x l  . . . . .  Xm) E CIoA there exists IC{ l  . . . . .  m} and a E H such that 
o 
(i) II1 is odd, and (ii) f (x l  ... . .  xm) =- (ZiEle(xi))+a jbr all £ E Am. 3. I f  f E Em(A) 
is totally symmetric, then m is odd and I = {1 ..... m} in the previous item. 
Proof.  We first prove item 2. Suppose f (x l  . . . . .  Xm) E CIoA. Note that ef(£)  is not 
constant. We may assume with no loss of generality that ef(£)  depends on all of  its 
variables. Let P(x, Yl ... . .  Yn-t ) : e f (£ )+ Sie(yi). Clearly P E C loA and P depends 
on all of  its variables. Hence P is totally symmetric (as its essential arity is at least 
n), and therefore e f(,2) is totally symmetric. Thus el(Y)  : e(ef(£))  E F by Claim 1 
in the proof of Theorem 4.5. Claims 5-7 yield ef(£)  = Y-, ie(xi)  + a for some a E H,  
which proves item 2. Item 1 follows immediately from item 2. To prove item 3, note 
that ef(xl  ... . .  Xm) E F by Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 4.5. [] 
Theorem 4.5 and its corollary are small steps toward solving Problem 6 in [5]: 
Problem. Characterize the pn-sequences of finite totally symmetric algebras. 
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